


INTRODUCE



GET CREATIVE FOR CLIMATE 
CHANGE
PARTICIPATE IN OUR CONTEST
Learn more about climate change. 

Create a superhero with an earth-saving adventure! 

The world will vote on the top submissions at the UN 
Climate Conference, COP23.

The winner will bring their superhero to life in comic-book
form worldwide on earth day! 

Are you ready to save the world?

. BAM! 💥

CLIMATE CONFERENCE
COP 23: World Leaders attend the Climate Conference
(COP) every year to review the progress countries are
making on climate. This year is November 6-17 and the 23rd
time meeting.

WHY?
To show the world that young people are superheroes 
for climate change.



1.Submit your superhero by 
Oct 22 2. Participate in the global 

vote on top heroes 6-17 Nov

3. Win a chance to work with a 
professional comics team

4. Launch the final comic on Earth 
Day!

5. Become an official author of 
Comics Uniting Nations Take climate action!



WHAT ARE THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS?

WHY DO THEY MATTER?
In September 2015, world leaders agreed to 17 Global Goals for Sustainable
Development which could mean an end to extreme poverty, inequalities and
climate change by 2030.

We can only solve global challenges like poverty, inequality and climate change 
by working together – the SDGs provide the framework for that to happen. Every 
country and every person has a role in achieving the SDGs.



WHAT ARE THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS?

Watch here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ry_9SU0eq9M


CONNECT



HOW DO OUR ACTIONS AFFECT OUR 
ENVIRONMENT?

HUMAN ACTIVITY

● Polluting: not properly disposing of waste (ex: littering)

● Energy: using energy that releases greenhouse gases (ex: leaving the lights on and using a gas run car)

● Deforestation: cutting down a wide area of trees

● Wasting: using and throwing away too many items

● Overusing resources: like soil or water (ex: excessive farming)

Pollution Energy Consumption Deforestation



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE CHANGE 
THE ENVIRONMENT WE LIVE IN?

HUMAN ACTIVITY

Our actions are leading to the deterioration of 
the environment and threatening of our natural 

resources.

Droughts Floods Cyclones

Our actions are releasing large amounts of greenhouse 
gases that trap heat in the Earth’s atmosphere. This is 
accelerating the Earth’s changing climate, where it’s 
average temperature is slowly increasing over time. 

CAUSING SEVERE WEATHER
The harming of our environment leads to unclean and 

unsafe soil, air and water and destroys animal’s homes

Animal’s homes melting Toxic air

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION CLIMATE CHANGE

Dirty drinking water

A large rise in temperature leads to droughts, 
floods and severe weather events (typhoons 

and hurricanes).

THREATENING NATURAL RESOURCES



HOW DO THESE CHANGES AFFECT 
US?

Disease No access to schoolFood and Water Insecurity Migration

CLIMATE CHANGE                                                   ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION 

CAUSING SEVERE WEATHER                                        THREATENING NATURAL RESOURCES

HUMAN ACTIVITY

NUTRITION, WATER, HEALTH, EDUCATION, PEACE AND SECURITY



REFLECT



WHAT CAN YOU DO?
CHANNEL YOUR INNER SUPERPOWER

Watch here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTt5YW7Pagc


WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT THE CLIMATE 
AND ENVIRONMENT HOW DO YOU FEEL?

inspired

??????

angry

scared

powerful

hopeful

excited



ACTIVITY



WHAT ARE THE FACTS?
Choose one you want to solve.

Our energy 
consumption is the 
dominant contributor 
to climate change, 
accounting for around 
60% of total global 
greenhouse gas 
emissions

Only ⅕ of our energy 
is from renewable 
sources such as 
wind, solar and water 
power.

We are polluting water 
faster than earth’s rivers 
and lakes can recycle it.

By 2050 we will need
nearly 3 planets worth of 
natural resources to 
sustain our current 
lifestyles. 

Climate change is making 
food a more precious 
resource but 1.3 billion 
tonnes of food is wasted 
every year.

Climate change impacts severe weather
like heatwaves, floods, typhoons and 
droughts.

Severe weather can lead to unsafe 
drinking water.

Climate change can lead to more diseases 
like malaria and zika.  

Severe weather and diseases can prevent
children from going to school. 

Climate change will soon become one of 
the largest drivers of human migration and 
refugees in the world.

Our ocean pollution
is poisoning the fish 
we eat which nearly 
half the world relies 
on.

At the current rate, by 
2050, there will be 
more plastic in the 
ocean than fish.  

Land degradation 
and drought 
threatens plants, 
which make up 80% 
of the human diet. 

80% of earth’s land 
animals live in forests 
but deforestation 
destroys their homes



GET CREATIVE



SUPERPOWERS TO THE RESCUE
CHOOSE YOUR POWER

SUPERPOWER IDEAS

· Mind Reading

· Time Travel

· Flight

· Invisibility

· Light Generation

· Thermal Resistance

· Superhuman Strength

· Creature Creation

· Speaking To Plants

(Language Abilities)

· Collecting Energy

· Healing

· Water Generation

· Camouflage

· Animal Morphing

· Flexibility

· Freezing

· Create Your Own!

DEVELOP YOUR CHARACTER...



THE ADVENTURE

...AND END

MIDDLE...

BEGINNING...

Explain the problem you 
chose and where it’s 

taking place

Introduce your hero and 
the conflict or their 

enemy

How does your hero save the world?



THE DRAWING



WHAT’S NEXT?



TELLING THE WORLD
THE POWER OF YOUNG PEOPLE

UNITED NATIONS CLIMATE 
CONFERENCE

The top submissions will be posted on 
the Climate Comic Contest website and 
voted on by young people around the 
world during the UN Climate 
Conference (COP 23)

WORKING WITH A PROFESSIONAL 
TEAM TO BRING A HERO TO COMIC-
BOOK LIFE

The winner of the vote will get paired 
with a comic book artist and work with a 
professional team to create a comic 
book featuring the winner’s hero and 
storyline. EARTH DAY

The final comic book will be launched 
globally and at the United Nations as an 
official Comics Uniting Nations book.



THANKS!!



ANNEX: VOCAB



SOME IMPORTANT WORDS 
TO KNOW...

Atmosphere: gases surrounding the earth 

Oxygen: A gas in the atmosphere that 
humans breathe

Greenhouse Gas Emissions: putting 
gasses in the atmosphere that traps heat in 
the atmosphere and warms the planet.

Energy: power from physical or chemical 
resources, especially to provide light and heat

Pollution: The introduction of a harmful 
substance into the environment by human activity

Deforestation: Cutting down a wide area of trees

Natural Resources: materials or substances 
such as minerals, forests, water, and land that 
are in nature

Renewable Resource: something that can be 
replaced in the same or less amount of time as it 
takes to draw from.

Recycling: changing waste into something that 
can be used again.

Severe weather events: any dangerous weather

Droughts: when it does not rain for a long 
time,resulting in not enough water

Typhoon: a violent, tropical storm with high winds. 
Also called hurricanes
or cyclones.

Diseases: a sickness, often contagious

Sustainable: If something is 
sustainable, it means that we 
could keep using or doing it 
without it running out

Climate Change: A change 
in the Earth’s climate, where 
it’s average temperature is 
slowly increasing over time. 
This is because of an 
increase in greenhouse gas 
emissions, caused by our 
actions.

Environmental 
Degradation: The 
deterioration and harming of 
the environment.


